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Introduction

We present a trajectory optimization method that: 1) computes
CoM motions and footholds, 2) jointly optimizes phase duration
and foothold selection, 3) describes the locomotion with a se-
quence of parameters and 4) ensures dynamic stability for attitude
adjustments.
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A. CoM motion
Applying a linear CoP displacement law in the cart-table model,
we derive an analytic solution for the horizontal CoM dynamics
[1]:

xH(t) = β1eωt + β2e−ωt + pH
0 +

δpH

T
t, (1)

where the model coefficients
β1,2 ∈ R2 depend on:

IActual state s0

ITrunk height h,

IPhase duration T

IHor. CoP displacement δpH

B. Trunk attitude

Adjusting the trunk attitude requires applying a moment at the
CoM, and as consequence, the CoP p ∈ R3 will be shifted by a
proportional amount ∆p (for more details see [2]). By exploiting
a simplified flywheel model we can link these moments to the
CoP displacement ∆p with the angular acceleration ω̇ and the
stability margin r = ‖(Iω̇max)×mg‖ = ‖∆p‖ (2)

Trajectory Optimization

A. Receding horizon planning
Given an initial state s0, we optimize a sequence of control parameters inside a
predefined horizon, and apply the optimal control of the current phase. We find
the sequence of control parameters U∗, through an unconstrained optimization
problem: U∗ = argmin

U

∑
j

ωjgj(S(U)), (3)

where S =
[
s1 · · · sNn

]
is the sequence of states, i.e. s =

[
x ẋ p F

]
which F is

the stance support. We solve it using the CMA-ES [3]. CMA-ES is capable of
handling problems that have multiple local minima, introduced by the costmap
and the phase duration.

B. Costs and constraints

We use soft-constraints as these provide the required freedom to search in
the landscape of our problem. The cost functions and soft-constraints gi(S)
describe: 1 ) the user command encodes the desired body velocity (step
duration and lenght):

gstep−duration =

( Nn∑
i=1

(ti − i Tstep)

)2

, gstep−length =

( Nn∑
i=1

(di − i dstep)

)2

, (4)

2 ) the CoM energy by accelerating as little as possible which implicity reduced
the joint torques, 3 ) the terrain cost to cope with different terrain difficulties

gcom−energy =
Nn∑
i=1

∫ Ti

0

‖ẍ(t)‖2 dt, gterrain = w>T(x , y), (5)

4 ) the stability soft-constraint that guarantees dynamic stability, and 5 ) the
preview model soft-constraint that couples the horizontal and vertical dy-
namics.:

l(F)>
[
p
1

]
> 0, h = ‖x− p‖, (6)

where Tstep the desired step duration, dstep is the desired step length, ti is the
sum of individual durations until phase i , di is the CoM displacement along
the desired travel direction expressed in the horizontal frame, l(·) ∈ Rl×3 are
the coefficients of the l lines and, w and T(x , y) are the weights and feature
values [4], respectively.

Execution

The desired torque are computed by
combining a: 1) joint-space impedance
to address unpredictable events and
2) feed-forward torques to ensure that
GRFs lie inside the friction cone:

τ d = τff + PD(qd , q̇d) (7)

where τff = h−SJ>c (fd) in which fd en-
sures that the GRFs lie inside the friction
cone C:
fd = argmin

f∈R3

(Af − b)>(Af − b) + f>Wf

s. t. d < Cf < d̄,
Compared with our previous work [5], we increased the walking velocity by
approximately 80%, while also modulating the trunk attitude. Furthermore,
the success rate of the stepping stones trials is 90%; an increment of 30%.

Conclusions & Future directions

We presented a trajectory optimization approach that: 1) considers the terrain
topology, guarantees the dynamic stability even in attitude adjustments, and
optimizes the step timing and foothold location.
Future work includes integrating reactive behaviors, such as step reflex, and
working towards online planning.
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